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We are so excited for another great season
with the Barracudas!

 Amy Casey   Lydia Casey
   Head Coach   Assistant Coach

Welcome!



Goals:

● To ensure a safe environment in which all participants have the opportunity 
to learn and have fun.

● To teach the fundamentals of the 4 strokes, starts, turns, and finishes.
● To encourage all participants to improve their abilities in a positive 

environment

Expectations:

● All participants will be respectful at all times
● Pool and team rules will be followed



Equipment
Have goggles adjusted and ready to go! A back- up pair is always a 
good idea (make strap tighter when doing starts and at swim meets) 
Tinted lens better for bright summer days.

We will not have the bin
with extra fins. Used ones
for sale at Sno- Cone
Social.

Team suits can be ordered on various websites. Info on PCB 
website.

                  
               Advanced swimmers



Practices- Expectations
● Swimmers should come to end of lanes AFTER the previous 

group has cleaned up & been dismissed. Please stand to the side 
until your group is called. 

● Remember your lane/ position in the lane. This is where you will 
go each practice.

● Each practice will start with a set warm- up. Challenge yourself 
to remember it after the first several practices.

● Every swimmer should be respectful of those around them
● Be sure to check texts/ emails for last minute weather 

cancellations.
● Appropriate behavior/ language at all times



Swim Meets
You will sign our swimmers up for the events. Do not choose an event that your swimmer 
isn’t proficient enough to swim the required distance legally. (butterfly, breaststroke, IM)

Lydia and I will create the relay teams. An IM is an individual medley, not a relay event. Do 
not sign your swimmer up for an IM unless they had enough instruction/ practice to know 
all 4 strokes legally and the required turns. 

Let us know in the “notes”  section when signing up if you know in advance that your 
swimmer cannot participate in a relay. You can also send an email.

Please text me with last minute cancellations.

703-839-5502

Check in with coaches before leaving a meet.



All participants will behave in a safe, 
positive manner during practices 
and meets. Please reiterate to your 
swimmer how important good 
behavior on deck is! 



Awards
Heat Winner ribbons will be handed out after each heat, in each event, at 

the swim meet.

Place ribbons will be available on deck at first practice after each meet.

Personal Best ribbons are what we strive for! 



Junior Coaches
We are grateful to have the following Junior Coaches joining us on deck 
this year! Emma Marfia

Carley Virostek       Kylie Hudson

Emily (Tiny) Fitzpatrick       Ethan Teames

Kierany Lewis Shelby Seman

Brendan Karg Charley Klemm

Edyta Gelnett Marley Kinloch



We’re looking forward to a 
Great season!

See you soon!


